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Brief and objectives: 

BoxyMo.ie is Ireland’s first dedicated telematics insurer whereby young, Irish drivers can 

benefit from reduced premiums based on actual driver behaviour. With a little black box 

installed in cars, the brand promotes safe driving by rewarding good drivers with reduced 

premiums. 

In 2016, the Road Safety Authority (RSA) reported 186 lives lost in fatal crashes on Ireland’s 

roads (an increase of 24 lives from 162 deaths in 2015.) In line with BoxyMo.ie's mission to 

encourage safer roads in Ireland, Clearbox was asked to build a campaign that would 

engage young drivers, get them to switch off Snapchat for long enough to read some hard 

hitting road safety messages and, ultimately, engage with the brand. 

OBJECTIVES: 

 Build a fun and innovative campaign targeted at young drivers across Ireland (17-25) 

 Position the brand as a champion of road safety by highlighting the main causes of 

accidents on Irish roads 

 Increase brand awareness and quotations by 50% in 2017 

We were to marry our approach with the brand’s new advertising campaign which was an 

animation inspired by the retrostyle 8-bit computer games (see supporting materials.) 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

TARGET AUDIENCE: 

 Primary: Irish drivers or aspiring drivers (17-25) 

 Secondary: Parents of young Irish drivers 

 Secondary: Road safety stakeholders 

__ 

RESEARCH 

EDUCATE 



We asked over 100 Irish drivers aged 17-25 about their opinions on driving, road safety and 

their wider media consumption.  Our research* told us that the majority (83%) of young 

drivers were predisposed to a ‘it will never happen to me’ attitude to accident risk and that 

they would consider distracted driving to be less of a factor in traffic collisions than alcohol. 

We needed to hit them with the facts. 

ENTERTAIN 

We also found that this age group spend more time online (10.6 hours per day) than they do 

watching TV and socialising (Adobe’s Content Consumption research, 2018.) 

REWARD 

Our target audience is also open to brands that offer material gain and want to be 

entertained rather than sold to (Campaign Magazine, 2013.) 

__ 

PLANNING 

We needed to develop a campaign that would live online in the first instance, amplified by a 

strong social media and regional PR strategy, that would educate, entertain and reward. 

Armed with RSA statistics citing Dublin, Cork, Mayo and Donegal as the areas with highest 

road fatalities, we knew these were our key battlegrounds. 

* independent survey of 103 Irish drivers aged (17 - 25) 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

STRATEGY 

We devised a campaign that would allow BoxyMo.ie to reach these online audiences in an 

entertaining way whilst providing a platform to communicate road safety messages in an 

impactful and fun way.  

TACTICS 

We built an HTML5 game that brought the characters from the advertising campaign to life. 

Playable on mobile, desktop and tablet, users could select a character and navigate through 

a series of driving challenges to win weekly prizes.  

This was the perfect opportunity to capitalise on the resurgence of retro-gaming and the 

popularity of viral games such as Flappy Bird. In order to be effective, the game had to be 

challenging, but incredibly addictive and fun to play. 

We also partnered with the Road Safety Authority (RSA) and used hard-hitting statistics on 

social media and between each level to instigate change amongst young drivers. 

CREATIVITY 



We brought the campaign to life by giving each of the game’s characters names that 

straddled the automotive industry and popular culture. Cue Ed Steerin, Connor McRevver, 

Vinny Diesel and Ziggy Cardust. 

INNOVATION 

Personalised throughout, the game built in each of the characters and users could chose 

who would drive their car.  

Players were challenged to drive on a virtual road for as long as possible with one point 

being awarded for every second of driving. The difficulty of play changed through real-life 

driving scenarios such as changing weather conditions and hazardous objects that 

commonly distract young drivers such as lipsticks and mobile phones. 

Successful progression in the game lead to RSA statistics and advice between levels, in a 

way that didn’t disrupt the fun. The game reminded players that the RSA considers human 

behaviour to be the primary cause of 90% of collisions on Irish roads, with distracted drivers 

contributing to more than 1,400 collisions each year, some fatal. 

If players didn’t successfully combat the obstacles, they were eliminated, meaning that the 

most conscientious drivers were placed on the national leaderboard, allowing the game to 

reward the safest drivers. This aligned our campaign with the brand’s strapline of ‘rewarding 

safer driving’ while circling back to BoxyMo.ie's aim -encouraging safer roads in Ireland. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 

MEDIA RELATIONS 

Leveraging geographical road safety figures for each county, we led with a narrative unique 

to that area and created a media release for each region. This stage was followed by more 

general media outreach to trade publications and national consumer media about BoxyMo's 

innovative approach to improving road safety. 

The campaign received a phenomenal response with blanket media coverage and core 

messages appearing in key national, trade and regional media such as The Irish 

Independent, Irish Mirror, Irish Sun, Sunday World and Irish Daily Star.  

Regionally, the launch was covered by local publications using our regional statistics.  

SOCIAL MEDIA 

We developed a 16 week social media content map and accompanying schedule that used 

the characters to introduce the game, reveal weekly prizes and announce the winners. A 

colourful and quirky suite of social media assets were created including gifs, videos and 

character imagery. We used geo targeting to amplify messaging to hard-to-reach audiences 

in areas with greatest rate of road fatalities. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
OUTPUTS  

 34 pieces of positive earned media coverage across national, regional and industry 
media (100% positive sentiment)ame played over 45,000 times (June - September) 



which equates to a minimum of 90,000 views of road safety messages amongst 
target audience6 week social media content stream (106 social media posts) 
resulting in 54% growth (Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) 

 
OUTCOMES 
 

 117.4% increase in the number of BoxyMo.ie quotations (YOY)85% increase in traffic 
to boxymo.ie 

 98.9% increase in live policies 

 RSA figures for 2017 show the number of deaths on Irish roads fell to 159 from 186 
the previous year (http://www.rsa.ie/en/RSA/Road-Safety/Our-Research/) 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Budget: £14,300 (including agency fees, game build and prizes) 

Campaign resulted in the brand’s highest social media engagement ever and 350k 

impressions with 54% audience growth across Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 

Potential reach totalled 22.6 million = reach of 1,580 through PR alone for every £1 spent 


